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Experimental stirring of a toroidally trapped Bose-Einstein condensate at high temperature generates a
disordered array of quantum vortices that decays via thermal dissipation to form a macroscopic persistent
current [T. W. Neely et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 235301 (2013)]. We perform three-dimensional numerical
simulations of the experimental sequence within the stochastic projected Gross-Pitaevskii equation using ab
initio determined reservoir parameters. We find that both damping and noise are essential for describing the
dynamics of the high-temperature Bose field. The theory gives a quantitative account of the formation of a
persistent current, with no fitted parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the first observations of quantized vortices in dilute
gas Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [1], experimental stud-
ies of vortices have proliferated [2]. Vortex motion is highly
sensitive to thermal fluctuations and nonlinear interactions
between vortices and other excitations in the fluid [3], and
many experiments depend on the presence [4] or formation [5]
of a rotating thermal reservoir to take the superfluid from a
nonrotating state to one containing vortices. In an annular
trapping geometry, such as may be created using an obstacle
potential in a harmonic trap [6], a vortex can be pinned to
the obstacle to create a BEC in a state of perpetual motion,
forming a persistent current [6–8]. In the absence of coherent
optical manipulation [7,8], the dynamical evolution from a
nonrotating ground state to one containing a topologically
stabilized superflow necessitates the motion of vortices toward
the inner boundary of the toroidal system, through the dual
action of forcing and dissipation, requiring a thermal reservoir
of noncondensed atoms to drive this process.
In this article we present a study of persistent-current
formation via dissipative vortex dynamics in the presence
of a large, high-temperature thermal reservoir. While dissi-
pative vortex dynamics in harmonically trapped BECs have
been treated numerically [6,9–12], the predictions for vortex
lifetimes have not yet been tested experimentally. Here we
perform large-scale numerical simulations of an experimental
forcing sequence that generates a long-lived persistent current
via forcing and thermal dissipation [13]. To describe the
conditions of the experiment we use the stochastic projected
Gross-Pitaevskii equation (SPGPE) [14–16] for the dynamical
evolution of a system of partially coherent matter waves in
contact with a thermal reservoir of high-energy, incoherent
atoms. We compare the SPGPE and the damped Gross-
Pitaevskii equation (dGPE) [17–19] (obtained by neglecting
the noise in the SPGPE) with experimental observations of
the formation of a persistent current. Our results provide an ab
initio quantitative experimental test of the SPGPE and indicate
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the need for both damping and noise terms to give a quantitative
account of vortex motion in a high-temperature BEC.
II. CLASSICAL-FIELD THEORY
A. Background
As highly controllable degenerate matter wave systems, di-
lute Bose gases offer a unique window into the realm of many-
body quantum mechanics [20]. Yet developing a quantitative
nonequilibrium description of high-temperature Bose gases
poses a major theoretical challenge [21,22], particularly near
the critical temperature where the breakdown of mean-field
theory renders two-fluid theories [23] inoperative. Exact meth-
ods offer insight for small systems [24], while positive-P [25]
and Monte Carlo [26] methods have been applied to determin-
ing equilibrium properties. For temperatures near the critical
point of evaporative cooling, experimental tests of theory have
been confined to collective modes [27,28], equilibrium critical
fluctuations [29], and spontaneous vortex formation [6].
The SPGPE used in this work is a grand-canonical classical-
field method formulated from a microscopic derivation of
reservoir interactions in the Wigner phase-space representa-
tion [14,30] and is valid right through the phase transition
[6,15,22]. The equation of motion resembles the projected
Gross-Pitaevskii equation (PGPE) [31–34], but also contains
damping and noise terms arising from the reservoir interaction,
and evolves both the condensed and noncondensed fractions of
the Bose field lying below a specified energy cutoff. The cutoff
is a central formal and technical aspect of the theory, allowing
its consistent extension beyond one spatial dimension [14]
(note also the nonprojected SGPE of Refs. [35–39]). The
SGPE has also been used to treat systems where a quantitative
description of a reservoir with a definite atom number is not
required [40–42].
In this work we use the simple-growth SPGPE [6,11,12,15,
16,43], a treatment that provides a description of a reservoir
with definite temperature and atom number, but neglects
reservoir interactions involving number-conserving scattering
between the classical field and thermal reservoir atoms [16].
These processes induce energy damping and diffusion and
are known to be weak in quasiequilibrium situations [22].
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In a simple-growth SPGPE study of vortices occurring
spontaneously during the phase transition [6], a single fitted
parameter (the reservoir coupling strength) was used to give
vortex formation data in close agreement with the experiment.
However, in near-equilibrium situations the reservoir interac-
tion parameters can be determined a priori [11,15,36] allowing
the SPGPE to perform quantitatively accurate calculations of
dissipative Bose-gas dynamics at high temperature, provided
the thermal reservoir is not significantly disturbed.
B. SPGPE theory
In our classical-field description the truncated-Winger field
is expanded on a basis of harmonic oscillator eigenstates. The
modes of the system are divided into two distinct regions:
the coherent region (C) consisting of modes with energy less
than a specified cutoff (cut), and the incoherent region (I)
which contains the remaining high-energy, quasiequilibrium
states. The I region acts as a thermal reservoir for the C region
and is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium at a temperature
T and chemical potential μ, described by a semiclassical
Bose-Einstein distribution. The C region is treated using the
truncated Wigner method, where accounting for interactions
between the C and I regions leads to a stochastic differential
equation for the C region dynamics. Individual trajectories
evolve according to the stochastic differential equation of
motion [15]
h¯dψ(r,t) = P{(i + γ )(μ − L)ψ(r,t)dt + h¯dW (r,t)}, (1)
where the projection operator P implements the energy
cutoff in the basis of harmonic oscillator modes, and the
complex Gaussian noise satisfies 〈dW (r,t)dW (r′,t)〉 = 0 and
〈dW ∗(r,t)dW (r′,t)〉 = (2γ kBT /h¯)δ(r,r′)dt, where δ(r,r′) =∑
n∈C φn(r)φ∗n(r′) is the δ function for the C region. The op-
erator L generates the Hamiltonian evolution for the C region
Lψ ≡ (Hsp + g|ψ |2)ψ , where the single-particle Hamiltonian
is Hsp = −h¯2∇2/2m + V (r,t), g = 4πh¯2a/m characterizes
the strength of the atomic interaction, and a is the s-wave
scattering length. The terms involving γ in Eq. (1) account for
the growth of the C region due to s-wave scattering of two I
region atoms and the corresponding time-reversed process.
Experiments are most commonly described by the system
temperature and total atom number NT . In the SPGPE
implementation, the choice of μ(T ,NT ) controls the total
atom number NT , while the choice of cut(T ,NT ) dictates the
occupation at the cutoff which must be of order unity for the
classical-field description of the C region to be valid [22]. A
Hartree-Fock method can be used to accurately estimate these
SPGPE parameters for harmonically trapped systems close to
equilibrium [11]. The growth rate γ can be calculated when
the I region can be described by an ideal semiclassical Bose-
Einstein distribution, an approximation which is reasonable
for near-equilibrium situations. The rate is given by [15]
γ (T ,μ,cut) = γ0
∞∑
k=1
eβμ(k+1)
e2βcutk
	
[
eβμ
eβcut
,1,k
]2
, (2)
where 	[u,v,w] is the Lerch transcendent and the dimension-
less rate constant is γ0 = 8a2/λ2dB for de Broglie wavelength
λdB =
√
2πh¯2/mkBT . Given this explicit form for γ , all
SPGPE parameters are determined from experimental data
prior to simulation, giving a first-principles treatment of
damping with no fitted parameters.
C. Numerical procedure and analysis
We describe the toroidal system of Ref. [13] us-
ing a harmonic-Gaussian external potential, V (r,t) =
VHO(r) + VG(r,t), where VHO(r) = m2 [ω2r (x2 + y2) + ω2zz2]
is the harmonic oscillator potential, and the time-
dependent Gaussian potential is given by VG(r,t) =
V0 exp(−{[x − x¯(t)]2 + [y − y¯(t)]2}/σ 20 ). We use the param-
eters measured in the experiment: (ωr,ωz) = 2π × (8,90) Hz
and σ0 = 23/
√
2 μm, where ω¯ = (ω2r ωz)1/3. We expect that
the potential height V0 may have a significant influence on the
measurements results, since the height of the obstacle changes
the number of vortices that may be pinned [45]. To account for
this variation we run two sets of SPGPE trajectories. Changing
V0 requires a change in μ to preserve NT and in cut to maintain
the same population at the cutoff energy (ncut ≈ 1, see Sec. IV).
We choose two values of V0 at the upper and lower values of
the experimental uncertainty in the measured value. We then
create an initial equilibrium state by evolving Eq. (1) with the
Gaussian potential at (x¯,y¯) = (0,0) and verify its properties.
Our parameter sets are as follows:
(a) V0 = 58h¯ω¯, μ = 34h¯ω¯, cut = 83h¯ω¯,
(b) V0 = 67h¯ω¯, μ = 35h¯ω¯, cut = 84h¯ω¯.
These self-consistently determined parameters allow us to
sample the equilibrium ensemble of the SPGPE, for a total of
NT = 2.6 × 106 87Rb atoms in the toroidal trapping potential
at temperature T = 98 nK [46], matching the experimental
values for atom number and temperature.
To model the dynamics, the Gaussian obstacle is shifted
to [x¯(t),y¯(t)] = r0[1 − cos(κt), sin(κt)], moving it in a circle
of radius r0 = 2.875 μm, about the point (x,y) = (r0,0), with
angular frequency κ = 2π/(333ms) = 6π s−1 (see Fig. 1), as
is done in the experiment. After one circular orbit, the potential
is held at the trap center. Using Eq. (2), both parameter sets
(a) and (b) give γ = 8 × 10−4, setting the dissipation rate
during the dynamics. For each parameter set we propagate 16
trajectories of the SPGPE. Our implementation of the dGPE
is identical to that of the SPGPE, except that the noise is set to
zero in Eq. (1).
We quantitatively compare the SPGPE and the dGPE by cal-
culating the number of vortices at a given time in the numerical
simulations and comparing this with the number found in the
experiment. Experimentally, the vortices were counted from
time-of-flight images after ramping down the Gaussian beam
over 250 ms. The experimental data are analyzed differently
for the time interval immediately after the stir (t  4.5 s) and
for later times where the average number of vortices reaches
a quasiequilibrium state; we refer to the latter interval as
equilibrium, but it should be noted that even at the longest
observation times of the experiment there remains a small rate
of free vortex observation and a slow decline of the mean
observed winding number, and hence true equilibrium does
not occur. However, the mean total number of vortices reaches
equilibrium in our simulations, and quasiequilibrium in the
experiment, after ∼4.5 s. After this equilibrium is achieved,
the winding number of the persistent current is experimentally
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the experimental sequence
and simulation parameters [13]. (a) The initial state consists of a
trapped Bose gas at T ∼ 0.9TC in a cylindrically symmetric harmonic
trap augmented with an optically induced Gaussian obstacle potential.
The potential is constant in the z direction and coincident with the
symmetry axis of the harmonic trap. In situ absorption images of the
experimental atom density are shown in the transverse (b) and axial
(c) directions. (d) The center of the harmonic trap is induced to com-
plete a single revolution around the z axis. The obstacle beam executes
one circular orbit centered at [x¯(t),y¯(t)] = r0(1 − cos κt, sin κt), with
r0 = 2.875 μm and κ = 6π s−1. This is modeled in the frame of the
obstacle beam, with an incoherent (I) region coupled to a coherent
(C) region described with the SPGPE (shown schematically, see text).
(e) The dissipation has a significant effect during the experimental
hold (time th after the stir). Absorption images after significant hold
times show either (f) many vortex cores after an additional radial
expansion stage or (g) a large density minimum corresponding to a
persistent current (without radial expansion).
determined by introducing an extra 3 s hold after ramping
down the obstacle. This allows multiply charged vortices that
are no longer stabilized by the obstacle beam to break up
into individual vortices of unit circulation [45,47] that are
readily observed. For the short-time data (t  4.5 s), we use
a different technique. We again count free vortices, but do so
immediately after ramping down the obstacle. Without the hold
time, multiple vortices simultaneously pinned to the obstacle
do not decay into individual vortex cores. Instead, the density
minimum at the center of the flow that formed the multiply
charged core acquires a new area that depends on the winding
number. As recently shown, the area of the density minimum
at the core is proportional to the winding number [47]; we use
this relationship to infer the pinned winding number prior
to obstacle ramp-down. The observed vortex number thus
includes free vortices and any vortices pinned to the Gaussian
beam prior to the imaging sequence.
In our simulations we extract the total vorticity to be
compared with the experimental data via
NT = Nf +WB ≡ Nf +
∣∣∣∣mh¯
∮
B
v(r) · dl
∣∣∣∣, (3)
where Nf = N+ + N− is the number free of vortices (of both
positive and negative circulation) in the region of detection,
and B is the inner boundary of the toroidal atomic density,
so that the winding number from pinned vortices is WB . In
equilibrium, NT =WB corresponds to the size of the stable
persistent current. To avoid counting thermal fluctuations as
vortices, we limit our region of vortex detection to radii of
significant atomic density (after the stir, this is the region
22.9 μm < r < 34.4 μm, as indicated in Fig. 2 by the blue
dashed circles), consistent with the limitations of experimental
vortex detection.
During the post-stir hold period [Fig. 1(e)], there is an
additional cooling stage of the experiment; however this has a
negligible effect on the vortex dynamics of the simulations.
A discussion of this and other technical features of our
simulations and experiment is given in Sec. IV.
III. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows a comparison of individual trajectories
of the SPGPE and the dGPE for parameter set (a). The
dynamics of both methods are qualitatively similar. Multiple
vortices are nucleated during the stirring procedure and then
decay through a range of processes: decay to the exterior
condensate boundary, internal vortex-antivortex annihilation,
or via pinning at the central potential [44]. Finally the system
evolves into a stable persistent current of winding number
NT =WB , with no free vortices in the bulk fluid. The time
scale of the decay of free vortices in the SPGPE and the
dGPE differ by an order of magnitude. The SPGPE evolution
generates a stable WB = 4 persistent current after 2.8 s. In
contrast, the dGPE requires over 25 s to evolve into a stable
persistent current withWB = 3.
In Fig. 3 we plot 〈NT 〉 for the SPGPE ensemble average and
for the dGPE simulations. We first show the long-time data in
the main plot of Fig. 3, which includes data for the experiment
near equilibrium where a stable persistent current has formed.
The time scale of equilibration, i.e., the average time at which
Nf = 0, is shown for the SPGPE (τ ) and the dGPE (κ). Both
SPGPE calculations agree well with the first experimental data
point at t = 6.33 s, lying within the experimental uncertainty.
At this stage 〈NT 〉 has reached a stable value for the SPGPE
simulations and all free vortices have left the condensate, leav-
ing a persistent current. The SPGPE calculations agree well
with the experiment for 6.33 s < t < κ . In contrast, free vor-
tices exist in the dGPE simulations for the first 25 s of evolution
with κ/τ ≈ 11 for both parameter sets. Eventually the dGPE
evolves into equilibrium withWB = 3 for parameter set (a) and
WB = 1 for parameter set (b), differing from the experimental
observations and indicating a high sensitivity to the precise
value of V0 used. Note that the long-time decay of the experi-
mental value of 〈NT 〉 is possibly due to a slow drift in the mag-
netic trap center, rather than the decay of free vortices [13,45].
The short-time dynamics (during the stir) are shown in
the inset of Fig. 3, where we compare the numerical results
with experimental data. The early time dynamics show a rapid
initial rise in 〈NT 〉 as angular momentum is injected by the stir,
with more vortices nucleated in the SPGPE simulations. The
peak number of vortices occurs at t = 0.21 s in both SPGPE
ensemble averages, after which there is a dramatic drop in Nf .
In comparison, the dGPE vortex number peaks at t = 0.33 s,
followed by a very slow decline. In general, the SPGPE results
agree well with experiment for both parameter sets (a) and (b),
while the dGPE shows a slower decay for 〈NT 〉 and a strong
dependence on V0.
While the dGPE describes the dynamics qualitatively, the
time scale of stable persistent-current formation is a factor of
10 slower than that observed in the SPGPE, and at least a
factor of 3 slower than that observed in the experiment. These
quantitative differences are our main result: the discrepancies
in the dGPE signify a breakdown of the dGPE validity, which
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Column densities and phase slices (through the z = 0 plane) showing the classical-field dynamics of modeling
the persistent-current formation experiment, with parameter set (a), V0 = 58h¯ω¯. The blue dashed circles show the boundary of the detection
region for vortices that are labeled in the phase profile as positive (cyan plus) or negative (red circle) based on their circulation. Each image is
94 × 94 μm. Rows 1 and 2 show the SPGPE evolution for a single trajectory [44]. Rows 3 and 4 show the dGPE evolution.
in combination with the accuracy of the SPGPE shows that
the noise is necessary to quantitatively reproduce the available
experimental data in both the nonequilibrium and equilibrium
stages of the evolution.
In Fig. 3 we see that the main effect of varying V0 is to
change the size of the persistent current formed. Within the
dGPE a larger barrier height leads to a smaller persistent
current, WB = 1, much smaller than the experimentally
observed value of 3  WB  5. In contrast to the dGPE, in
SPGPE a larger barrier leads to a larger persistent current;
this suggests that fluctuations enhance vortex mobility near
the barrier.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the consistency of our simulations
and aspects of vortex imaging, the cooling sequence, and the
role of experimental uncertainties.
A. SPGPE simulations
1. Consistency of simulations
Our numerical method is a spectral Galerkin method based
on Gauss-Hermite quadrature [22,48]. Due to the large particle
number, the trap oblateness, and the need for a high energy
cutoff, we require ∼105 modes in the C region, making each
trajectory numerically challenging [49]. However our method
is advantageous since our choice of basis allows us to precisely
implement a consistent energy cutoff for this system in the
single-particle basis, since at sufficiently high energies the
many-body Hamiltonian is diagonalized by this basis.
Since the SPGPE is a formally projected theory, the cutoff
independence should be verified before making quantitative
predictions. For our system, the chosen cutoff energy cut
gives an average occupation at the cutoff of ncut ≈ 1. The
cutoff independence was checked by performing simulations
with cut lowered by 12%. This resulted in a similar mean
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparison of the total vorticity 〈NT 〉 [Eq. (3)] between SPGPE theory and experiment. In the main figure the
SPGPE ensemble average is shown for V0 = 58h¯ω¯ [SPGPE (a), red thick curve] and V0 = 67h¯ω¯ [SPGPE (b), blue thick curve] and compared
with experimental data (equilibrium). In both cases a stable persistent current is formed after t ∼ 3 s. The dGPE simulations corresponding
to V0 = 58h¯ω¯ [dGPE (a), red thin line] and V0 = 67h¯ω¯ [dGPE (b), blue thin line] develop a stable persistent current after t ∼ 25 s. The
inset shows the short-time dynamics. The average times at which there are no free vortices after the stir are shown by the dashed vertical
lines at t = τ for the SPGPE and t = κ for the dGPE, where the subscript denotes the parameter set (a) or (b). The shading for each SPGPE
curve shows 1 standard deviation, where the lower bound for parameter set (a) and the upper bound for parameter set (b) are shown for
clarity.
cutoff occupation of ncut ≈ 1.1 and no discernible differences
in the dissipative evolution of SPGPE simulations. Note also
that the Gaussian potential is well represented in the basis of
single-particle states defining the C region due to a separation
of energy and length scales: V0  cut and σ0  Rcut =√
2cut/mω2r = 73 μm. Thus our basis gives a complete
representation of the C-region field in the combined trap.
2. Limitations
There are two simplifications of our SPGPE treatment
that require further discussion. First, we have neglected the
dynamics of the atoms in the I region. In general this can
be a significant effect [28], but in the system we consider
the thermal fraction is very large (∼70%), justifying the
approximation that the effect of the condensate on the thermal
cloud is negligible. From a technical standpoint, a theoret-
ical framework that encompasses SPGPE dynamics for the
C region and includes dynamics of the I region is yet to be
developed. Second, we have neglected the so-called scattering
terms [16], involving the number-conserving exchange of
energy between the C and I regions. Such terms are significant
when the C and I regions are far from mutual equilibrium, so it
is possible that these terms have a significant effect during the
stir. However we see that the simple growth model accurately
reproduces the available experimental data during the short-
time evolution. The accuracy of our SPGPE simulations is
because the system rapidly evolves into quasiequilibrium (see
Figs. 2 and 3), ensuring the validity of the simple growth
model.
B. Experimental features and analysis
1. Vortex imaging
Vortex imaging involves ramping down the obstacle poten-
tial, introducing the possibility that vortices initially pinned
to the barrier could decay prior to imaging. Simulations
of this ramp-down show the vortex number is preserved,
as can be expected on physical grounds since the vortex
decay time is much longer than the ramp time. The time-
of-flight imaging also does not change the vortex number,
as it occurs after the trap potential is snapped off, causing
ballistic expansion of the cloud and rapid extinguishing of
any further mean-field dynamics. Preservation of the vortex
number during imaging has also been verified in experiments
with identical expansion parameters (see Refs. [45,50]), where
vortex numbers consistent with known forcing were observed.
2. Extra cooling
As discussed in Sec. II C, there is an additional cooling stage
at the end of the experimental sequence that we do not present
data for here. After t = 1.5 s the system is cooled toT ∼ 0.6Tc,
with NT = 1 × 106 [13]. We have simulated this cooling by
instantaneously changing reservoir parameters at t = 1.5 s
to (T ,μ,cut,γ ) = (47 nK,33h¯ω¯,83h¯ω¯,0.8 × 10−4), to give a
reservoir atom number and temperature consistent with the
end state of the experimental sequence. Modeling this process
revealed no significant modification to the SPGPE value for
〈NT 〉, consistent with a quasiequilibrium state associated with
a stable winding number being reached before the cooling
process begins.
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3. Experimental uncertainties
In addition to the main parameter we have considered (V0),
there is further experimental uncertainty in other parameters
including atom number, temperature, stirring velocity, beam
width, and beam position. Numerical simulations with varia-
tions in these parameters would also lead to variations in the
final persistent-current size. However we expect that the most
significant change will be due to including thermal driving
noise in the SPGPE, which significantly increases vortex decay
rates [11]. Thus the persistent-current formation time in the
SPGPE can be expected to be much faster than in the dGPE,
irrespective of these various experimental uncertainties.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have modeled the persistent current experi-
ment of Neely et al. [13] using a grand-canonical classical-field
theory of reservoir interactions. We have performed an ab
initio quantitative test of the SPGPE with no fitted parameters.
The SPGPE theory quantitatively reproduces the dynamics ob-
served in the experiment at short times and accurately predicts
the experimentally observed persistent-current formation time
and winding number. While the dGPE is qualitatively correct
it is not quantitatively informative, as could be expected in
the high-temperature regime of the experiment (T ≈ 0.9Tc).
In general, both damping and noise are required to give
a quantitative description of dissipation in open quantum
systems, and our results demonstrate the central importance
of thermal noise in high-temperature Bose-gas dynamics,
with particular emphasis on the motion of quantized vortices.
Our approach provides a general quantitative framework for
modeling the high-temperature dynamics of trapped BECs.
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